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We all live with burdens of some sort. They may be large or small; they may impact on 

our daily lives or not so much. We may know exactly where they come from or maybe 

not at all. 

 

Some examples of burdens that people come to realise they carry in their lives. 

• Each day my life is like that guy Atlas; the weight I carry on my shoulders is so 

heavy, am I really responsible for everything? 

• It is so difficult for me to stay focussed on my schoolwork that I have to work 

doubly hard to get through school each day, it’s exhausting! 

• My father was so controlling of my life that now I struggle to trust and maintain 

long term intimate relationships with men. 

• I struggle to express my thoughts, I can’t get them in my head or I get them but 

I express them in a confused way, people think I am being wilfully difficult or 

lazy. 

• I am so sensitive that the world feels like a dangerous place for me, I get hurt 

easily. I take things as if they are intended for me.  

• I’m so cautious, taking no risks so it takes me forever to swim from the beach to 
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the island when others dash over quick sticks, no problem. 

• I see small things completely out of proportion, much bigger and more 

threatening than they actually are. 

• My parents always demanded only the best, not just my best! So now it has  to 

be perfect….the standards I set are simply ridiculous and often  unattainable. 

• I dive headlong into intellectual arguments with people I love and need because I 

do not know how to just be with my emotions. 

• I’m like a pressure cooker exploding steam unpredictably…I simply can’t take the 

risk of saying what I really feel and should say. 

 

1. Try to think about the burdens, large or small that you carry and list them in order 

of significance (how they impact) on you. Are they all bad or are some useful to you? 

2. Look back at your parents; consider the burdens that you think they might have 

carried. Is it possible to reflect on how their burdens impacted upon you as a child 

and now as an adult? Ask your brothers or sisters how they see your parents’ 

burdens, do you all agree, do you see the same things or not? 

3. In each instance what lightens the load and what makes it heavier? For example: 

Lighter: Medications for anxiety, connecting with people you love, meditation.   

Heavier: Being called lazy, seeing things that need to be done that I take on as my 

responsibility and people who are happy for me to take the responsibility. 

4. Ask someone you love and who you know cares enough to be straight with you what 

burdens they think you carry and how they might affect your daily life 

 

If the burdens are large are you prepared to find help to look at them and how they 

affect you or are you content to live with them? 

 

 


